
Option 1

This concept with the combined design
it's supposed to be a mix of both the
Muscogee and Santee designs
incorporated into a totem pole-like
design, this is seen with the patterns
made with the outstretched parakeet
wings draped over the back of the fox
head.

The OBV design and blank background
is a nod to Santee's flaps.



Option 2

The standard flap features a design that is both
complementary and unique from the OBV below.
The standard design features a daytime scene
with the Red Fox and Carolina Parakeet posed
together as if to state that they “have each
other’s back" in recognition of the formal joining
of our two lodges. The red and black double
border is emblematic of the legacy Santee flaps
of old, while the colorful landscape is a nod to
the attractive designs of legacy Muscogee’s
past.

`The Ordeal flap features a scene from the
chapel at Camp Barstow. The sun is seen rising,
symbolizing the dawn of a new morning. Our
Ordeal members are beginning their journey in
the Order, so the flap appropriately features a
rising sun and a single arrow at the top.

The Brotherhood flap is distinguished by a scene
from the island at Camp Coker. The sun is
setting in the sky, as if in the evening, symbolic
of a Brotherhood member’s experience and
tenure in the Order. This flap adds two bars, one
to each end of the arrow symbolizing the sealing
of one’s Brotherhood membership.

The Vigil flap features the Red Fox and Carolina
Parakeet joined together at a single fire, bonding
together in fellowship. The scene is set during
the night, when a brother is transformed into a
Vigil Honor member. The fire lay is set in the
form of a triangle, representative of the Vigil
triangle,



Option 3

This patch was heavily inspired by both
Muscogee Lodge’s S19a Flap designed by Justin
Ferrick, and the 70th Anniversary S41 Flap
designed by Matthew Clapp. This design
combines the landscapes of both flaps, and uses
the fox from the S41. The Parakeet was drawn by
the designer, and is the same one that is in the
originally approved design of the 2023 Muscogee
Lodge 116 Winter Banquet Patch. This flap pays
homage to two great legacy Muscogee Flaps,
while including a parakeet similar to existing
legacy Santee patches (ex: using the same color
scheme). The poses of the totems represents the
joining of the two lodges, as the Parakeet flies
downward to meet the fox on the ground, and the
fox jumps to meet the parakeet in the air.


